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Bullish Celebrations
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Rating Enforcement Officer in
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~
building service
the Rate Collection Agency,
industry are looking forward
Belfast. However, BSNews
with confidence to the coming
suspects that he could make a
months. This was
substantial living
the bullish
for himself on the
message which
Viewed
cabaret circuit. His
issued loud and
singularly, these address had the
clear from the
two occasions audience on
recently-held
tenderhooks ... you
give ample
CIBSE and IDHE
never knew just
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reason to be
how far he was
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going to go. Every
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important
story and gag
optimistic.
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suggested at some
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stage that he was
calendar of events.
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going to exceed
In the Burlington
positive that the the limitations of
on 3
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Feoruary, over 400
somehow he
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contractor, suppliers and their
the delicate line without ever
guests participated in what was
giving offence. It was an
undoubtedly one of the most
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performance and one
upbeat CIBSE functions in
which
greatly
enhanced an
recent years. Right from the
already very enjoyable
outset the pre-dinner
occasion.
conversation generated a mood
of confidence and optimism
which was further confirmed
over the meal and throughout
the latter part of the evening.
As a social occasion the
evening proved equally
successful. Obviously, the "feel
good" business factor put
everyone in a relaxed mood.
Guest speaker Andrew
Kennedy wa the icing on the

minimum and the participant
getting down to the serious
business of enjoying
themselves. Unlike the CIBSE
dinner, members and guests
were accompanied by their
partners.
Viewed singularly, these two
occasions give ample reason to
be cheerful and optimistic.
Taken together, they are proof
positive that the tide ha turned.

Appointment

Malcolm J Goggin has been
appointed Sales Executive at GEC
Domestic Division with
responsibility for Cannon Gas
products and GE Electrical
products. Malcolm has a
supervisory management
qualificiation with the IMI and has
worked in the industriaVdomestic
gas industry for the past four years.

The following Friday the same
positive and bullish atmosphere
was in evidence during the
IDHE annual dinner in the
Doyle Tara Hotel. Once again
the business talk wa , for the
most part, of good news.
Overall though the occasion
was unashamedly a fun evening
with Chairman loe Noone
keeping the formalities to a
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• Incorporating Irish Heating & Ventilating
News.
Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE);
The Mechanical Engineering & Building
'ices Contractors'
"ociation (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders Merchants/Trade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.

In this, the first of an occasional technical advisory series aimed at various
industry sectors, Bob Gilbert of Manotherm Lld deals with the problem of backpressure regulation in relation to boiler applications.
PAGE 6
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Plastic or cast iron? ... both have applications for which they are best suited
PAGE 28

DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
Awash With Design Advice & High-Quality Drainage Products

CIBSElWalker Air Conditioning Student Awards

Pictured at the presentation of the CIBSElWalker Air Conditioning student
awards in Bolton Street recently were Adrian Cooke and Vincent Mahony,
Walkers; John Cuthbert, CIBSE Chairman; Or Oavid Arnold, CIBSE President;
and award winners Martin Creaven (diploma course), Ronan McGrane (degree
course) and Roger Cladingboel (technician course),
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TRADE NEWS

Educatingl
Training
Refrigerants
andAC
Apprentices
From I September 1993 the
education and training of
apprentices was formalised for
the first time. The process was
agreed upon by the employers
organisation, trade unions, FAS
and the Department of
Education, and is as follows:Phase I - Apprentice
commences with employer;
Phase 2 - Apprentice attends
the FAS Training Centre, Cork
for a 22-week module
(wholetime);
Phase 3 - Apprentice with
employer;
Phase 4 - Apprentice attends
the DIT Bolton Street, Dublin
for a lO-week module
(wholetime);
Phase 5 - Apprentice with
employer;
Phase 6 - Apprentice attends
the DIT Bolton Street, Dublin
for a lO-week module
(wholetime);
Phase 7 - Apprentice with
employer.
The contents of the education
and training syllabus has been
agreed upon by the respective
parties over the past two years.
The first group of Phase 4
apprentices are due to
commence in DIT Bolton Street
on the 20 March 1995 for the
I a-week module.
In the interim, the last group of
senior apprentices under the old
scheme will commence their
Advanced Level City & Guilds
of London course on 20 March
1995 for an ll-week module.

Fabric Energy Storage

Domestic
Natural Gas
Guide

A recent project by BSRIA has demonstrated that fabric energy
storage systems can be effective in maintaining cool daytime space
conditions by storing cooling available from low temperature
ambient air at night.
The findings are published in a Technical Report now available
from BSRIA ("Fabric Energy Storage" TR9/94). Three different
systems have been analysed by site monitoring and simulation
modelling. In each case fans are used to circulate air through the
building overnight. As the air circulates, it comes into thermal
contact with, and cools, the building fabric. This stored cooling can
then be utilised to offset heat gains the following day.

The "Domestic Natural Gas
Guide" is the fIrst in the
Viper series of pocket
guides, specifIcally designed
to enable a quick answer to
be found when installing and
servicing gas appliances.

The report gives information on the cost, energy consumption and
performance of the systems. The sensitivity of performance to a
number of parameters has been investigated. These include air
supply rate, heat gains, thermal characteristics and location.

The guide concentrates on
the important points and
contains 176 pages of instant
reference material.

Contact: BSRIA Publication Sales. Tel: 0044 1344 426511.

Contents cover the
following:• List of relevant regulations
and standards;

Standard Control
Appoints O'Toole

• Testing for soundness;
• Testing working pressing;
• Flame supervision devices
(shut down times);

Standard Control Systems Ltd, agents for
the Trend Building Management System
and the Johnson range of Controls, has
appointed Sean O'Too]e as Business
Development Manager.
Sean, who has worked for the past five
years with Satchwell Grant Ltd and prior
to that was with the ESB, will now have
responsibility for sales and marketing
within the company.

• Sizing existing air vents;
• Testing appliance burner
pressure;

Sean O'Toole, newlyappointed Business
Development Manager
with Standard Control

Standard Control Systems Ltd, who are
now the largest company in Ireland
Systems.
specialising in the engineering, commissioning, and maintenance of
building management systems and discrete controls, are predicting
significant growth in this area over the next five years.

Interclima 1995
In 1995 lnterclima, the international exhibition for heating,

refrigeration and air conditioning, will take place at the Paris-Nord
exhibition centre from 6 to 11 November.
The corresponding sectors of Batimat - bathroom installations and
fittings; plumbing; tiling; lighting and electrical equipment - will
again be coupled with Interclima to offer visitors a complete, selfcontained event for the industry.
Interclima '95 will focus on five main sectors:- Heating; Hot water;
Cooling; Air-conditioning; and Regulation, measurement and
control.

Contact: Shay Murran. Tel: 01 872 7177.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss2/1
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• Flue testing;
• Purging;
• Terminal positions, for
balanced and open flues;
• Appliance gas rate;
• Pre-calculated ventilati
charts, for open flue, flueless
and compartments;
The guide uses over 25
simple line diagrams and
over 45 pre-calculated charts
for ventilation, purging, and
gas rates.
The guide is bound in a hard
cover to withstand everyday
use and is printed in two
colours to enhance its clarity.
It costs ST£14.99 with
discounts for multiple orders.
Contact: Mike BowralChris
Johnstone.
Tel: 0044 1474709843.
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SIMPLE-TO-USE
THERMAL IMAGER
The new Land Cyclops TI 35+
thermal imager from
Manotherm for preventive
maintenance and condition
monitoring offers many
features which make it even
easier to use.
These include a digital
interface which allows
exchange of data directly to

the IBM-PC or notebook for
subsequent study and
processing, and a colour
output for displaying thermal
images on a standard colour
monitor.
Other new features are a highquality colour LCD viewfinder
for improved image contrast
and viewing; built-in memory

The new Land Cyclops TI 35+ thermal imager from Manotherm

for instant capture of images
and recall through the
viewfinder. Images stored on
the PC can also be replayed
through the imager; postprocessing in the imager,
allowing users to check and
adjust calculations, re-set
variables, measure
temperature at any point in the
image, and add extra displays
such as temperature profile
and isotherms.
All of these facilities are
available as modular additions
to the standard TI 35+. In its
fullest form the TI 35+
provides an unsurpassed
range of facilities for the plant
maintenance engineer.
The temperature sensitivity of
thermal imaging has also been
improved, reducing noise
levels and making it capable of
discriminating between smaller
temperature differences.
Details from Manotherm Ltd, 4
Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355; Fax: 01 451 6919.

erg y
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RVR-WIN A
TRIP TO
BARBADOS
RVR in Kenmare have
produced the first edition of a
new catalogue covering the
entire range of products which
are manufactured and
distributed by the company.
The brochure includes full
technical details of all
appliances including
capacities, dimensions,
weights, accessories and most
importantly, a comprehensive
price list.
For your free copy of the RVR
Condensed Catalogue call
Joann on Freefone 1 80022
5577. You may even win a
trip to Barbados. RVR will hold
a draw on 1 July for all
contractors who purchase any
RVR appliances between now
and the end of June.
Remember, full details from
Joann on 1 800225577.

g Y

The new RVR Condensed Catalogue ofAppliances provides a
solution to every industrial and commercial Heating and
Ventilating problem.
AIROSO gas-fire air handling units for commercial appliances
RE-VERBER:"RAY radiant gas heaters for industrial projects
ROBUR balanced flue air heaters and gas convectors for shops
RAYPAK gas booster heater for the hotel and catering industry
KROLL waste oil systems for garages

Order your copy of the new RVR Catalogue
on our Freefone Sales Line 1-800-22-55-77
RVR Ltd, Kenmare, Co Kerry, Ireland
Tel: 064 - 41344; Fax: 064 - 41511
BSNews, February 1995 3
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AIROSO FROM

RYR

IN

KENMARE
RVR was et up last year as a
result of a successful
management buyout of ReVerber-Ray (Europe) Ltd, a
sub idiary the American-owned
Detroit Radiant Company. The
company is headed up by
Michael Hayes, former General
Manager and Brendan O'Shea,
Production Manager. Fergus
Cullen and Brian Mulhare, who
were previous product
distributors for Re-Verber-Ray
equipment, have joined the new
company set-up which sees a
centralised administration office
in Kenmare. a Freefone Sales
Line (I 80022 55 77) has been
introduced to service consultants
and contractors.
The products which are
manufactured by RVR include a
comprehensive range of indirect
and direct gas-fired air handling
units, industrial ovens for
process applications and, of
course, the Re-Verber-Ray
brand of radiant plaque and tube
heaters. In addition, RVR
distribute Robur balanced flue
air heaters, gas convectors and
gas ab orption chillers, together
with Raypak high-efficiency
water boilers and the unique
Kroll waste oil heating system
for garages.
The Airoso range of gas-fired air
handling units is available from
30kW to 400kW with airflow at
up to 16.6 m/s. Various options
including filtration, air mixing
boxes, cooling, heat recovery
and humidification sections may
be added to make up a complete
unit. A variety of integrated
control systems are offered,
ranging from thermostat!
hunidistat based packages to
sophisticated microprocessor

HEAT MANAGER SYSTEM FROM
J J SAMPSON & SON
The new TEC Heat Manager y tem from J J Sampson & Son allows pre-determination of the temperature in
each and every room of a home or commercial installation.
Complete electronic control of each individual radiator allows for numerous heating combinations throughout
the entire installation. The system provides separate hot water control, a quick warm-up period and increased
energy savings on a maintenance-free basis. No extra plumbing is required and a manual override facility is
available at the press of a button.
The sy tern is controlled using
a low-voltage (l2V) electrical
supply, giving it an extremely
high safety factor. A lOO-hour
0 ••••••••
battery back-up facility has
HWO'234S6'
been incorporated to safeguard
and maintain room settings
when the mains supply is
interrupted.
Contact David Sampson or
0 ••••••
SUN MON TUE: WED THU FRI
T
Dave Lindfield at J J Sampson
& Son Ltd, Unit 71, Cherry
Orchard Industrial Estate,
HEAT-MANAGER PM1 lOCI
Ballyfermot Road, Dublin 10.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111;
Fax: 01 - 626 9334.
The new TEe Heat Manager system from J J Sampson & Son.

tE!c::

based sy tems with optimised
performance and the ability to
communicate via the telephone
network to remote control
stations. Airoso units are fully
weatherproof with insulated
panel and frame construction
using aluminium alloy with cast
corner pieces.
It is interesting to consider that,
while the key players in the Irish
AHU business each produce
hundreds of conventional
PLHW air handling units
annually, RVR have
manufactured more gas-fired
AHU's than the combined total
of all other manufacturers. This
market dominance can primarily
be attributed to 30 years of
experience in gas technology.
A conventional AHU is
essentially a fan in a box with
varying levels of sophistication
in terms of external controls. On
the other hand, a self-contained
gas-fired air handling units
imposes significant extra
demands on the manufacturer. It
is no secret within the industry

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss2/1
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that a common problem which
exi ts with a gas module is lack
of consistency with the ignition
system. Unlike any other
manufacturer in Ireland, RVR
use hot- urface ignition
technology which has proven to
be infinitely more reliable,
eliminating breakdown in this
crucial area of operation.
RVR also manufacture industrial
ovens for process applications
with projects completed at
Everbright in Clondalkin;
Kelletts in Oldcastle; Royal Tara
in Galway, and Keltech in
Waterford. This specialised area
is serviced by a site visit from an
RVR engineer to determine the
precise demands which will be
impo ed on the over prior to
design and manufacture.
RVR have a proven record in
after-sales service with a
comprehensive network of
engineers located throughout
Ireland for an instant response to
on-site breakdown.
To obtain a full selection of
RVR product literature,

including their new One-StopShop Condensed Catalogue of
Heating Appliances, please call
Joann on the RVR Sales Line at
I 800225577 or write to RVR,
Kenmare, Co Kerry.

Qual·PEX
Approval
Dublin Corporation has
recently granted approval for
Qual-PEX Irish size
polyethylene plumbing pipe
for hot and cold water, central
and underfloor heating.
This makes Qual-PEX the
only plastic pipe approved for
use in Dublin because only
Qual-PEX is suitable for u e
with IS239 brass compression
fittings (Irish instantor) as it
is designed and manufactured
specifically for the Irish
market by Quality Plastics
Ltd in Cork.
Contact: Brendan O'Brien.
Tel: 021 - 884700.
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Pressure
Regulators Boiler
Applications
In this, the first of an
asional technical
Cl
Isory series aimed at
various industry sectors,
Bob Gilbert of Manotherm
Ltd deals with the problem
of back-pressure
regulation in relation to
boiler applications.

M

any facilities involved in the
process industries will have
boilers and, where there is a
boiler, there is a potential need for a
Jordan back pressure regulator. Two
applications are highlighted here.
Many boilers use valves to bypass
r feed water or fuel oil when the
boilers are operating at low demand
conditions.
Most of these applications are
handled by pop-type relief valves

ar

__

-

-.-

~-

Back

__ ~

-~-----~-

MKSOsetat
190 psi

------ -- -. ----EL == =~ ==.
--!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!i!!I!!!

to secondary
process system

•
MK67 reduces
pressure to 60 psig

MK67
pilot
Boiler
Output
Pressure
200
psig

190 psig steam to critical process

Figure 1
In the second application (Figure 2),
the customer has had problems
because the boiler has the capacity to
supply only peak process loads which
are intermittent. The primary system
requires at least 190 psig steam for
the product to be processed correctly.
The amount of steam will vary,
depending on the number of process
machines that are running at a
particular time. A secondary system
requires 60 psig steam, but does not
get steam when the primary process
draws most of the boiler capacity. A
MK67 reduces the steam pressure for
this requirement.
A MK50 is piped into the main steam
line in front of the MK67. The MK50
is normally closed and opens to allow
steam to flow to the MK67 only when
there is an excess amount going to the
primary system. Thus, the primary
system is always satisfied.

supplied by the boiler manufacturer,
although back pressure regulators
offer advantages. This is a good area
to substitute Jordan Mark 50's as
replacements for the relief valves.
The basic advantage of the Mark 50 is
that it is a throttling valve rather than
a pop-type relief valve, and it will
maintain the desired pressure much
closer to the set pressure.
A schematic of a typical installation
is shown in Figure 1. While I have
simplified this drawing, in general it
shows how the Mark 50 operates. The
valve is normally closed and begins
to open as a feedwater pressure
exceeds the 190 psi setpoint. This
overpressure results from the
continued operation of the pump in
times when the demand for the
feed water is low. When this occurs,
the Mark 50 bypasses the water back
to the make-up tank.

Make-up Tank
150 psig

Steam Header to Plant
Processes and Heating

MK50
190 psig

Feedwater pressu~
L..-

--{

Boiler
Cen"~gulWawrPump

Figure 2
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Contract Secure...
Enforcing Payment
then pay the first £500 of legal costs of
tackling the dispute. The insurers will
then meet up to £100,000 in legal costs
for each dispute. This even includes the
other sides legal costs if you lose the
case. This cover can be implemented
for up to £500,000 in each secured year.

am now going to introduce to you a
product that falls in to the category
of faxes, microwaves, videos, and
even the wheel itself. These are all
products about which it is difficult to
perceive how we operated at all before
they were invented. What is certain is
that we would be severely
disadvantaged if we didn't avail of them
following their invention.

I

Let us assume that our business offers
aseNice that is unique and in demand;
our staff are highly trained and
motivated; and out systems are second
to none. We are surely well prepared for
success. There is only one problem some of our clients will not pay us what
we are entitled to; or will not pay us at
the time we are entitled to be paid.
The remedies we may consider in this
situation include litigation; arbitration;
absorbing the loss and getting on with
other business; and spending inordinate
amounts of time pursuing the client or
debt factoring. They all have one thing
in common ... they are all phenomenally
expensive and prone to failure.
In the case of litigation or arbitration, it is
possible that you could win the Court
case but be worse off than if you had
done nothing at all. It is worth
considering that your opponent will only
let matters proceed to Court if his legal
advice is that he will win or he believes
that you cannot afford to meet the costs
of the action.
Many specialist companies have gone
out of business for non-payment of a
debt despite having a perfectly valid
case, simply because of the financial
muscle of their opponent.
Wouldn't it be great if somebody
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss2/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7499Z

Neville Smith, Secretary, CCS
Ireland.

Contractsecure gives you
unique power and
resource. Once abuse has
been deflected in this
manner, you are free to
carry on with other
productive and profitable
work ... the package is
as much about
preventing disputes
developing as it is about
providing a remedy
invented a solution to this problem? The
Confederation of Construction
Specialists have done just that. They
have devised Contractsecure, a unique
insurance package to cover the cost of
fighting contractual disputes, fending off
spurious claims and securing your
contractual entitlements.
When a dispute arises, the
Confederation assesses the matter and
then establishes that cover applies. You

In practice, the very existence of
Contractsecure cover will often lead to
the rapid and satisfactory resolution of
disputes. Faced with a resolute
specialist company supported by the
Confederation and with the highlypersuasive backing of legal costs cover,
the other party will commonly back off
and seek a settlement.
Many disputes arise from "try-ons" by
the other party, who abuse their
commercial power in a blatant attempt
to deprive you of your rightful
entitlements. Contractsecure turns the
table and gives you unique power and
resource. Once abuse has been
deflected in this manner, you are free to
carry on with other productive and
profitable work. Do not forget that this
package is as much about preventing
disputes developing as it is about
providing a remedy.
The experience of the Confederation
and my own personal experience has
proven that Contractsecure is extremely
effective and I strongly commend it to
every specialist company in Ireland. Not
only will it enable you to afford your
microwave, video and a nice set of
wheels, it will also allow you and your
family to sleep soundly at night.
More Information
Neville Smith, Secretary, Confederation
of Construction Specialists, Ireland. Tel:
01 - 289 7602; Fax: 01 - 289 8031.
BSNews, February 1995
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LYCRIS-BYRNE COPPER CYLINDERS
Nationwide Insulations Ltd, T/A Lycris-Byrne

RAPID REPLACEMENT HEATER BATTERY
Lycris-Byrne have developed an easy, economic and energy-efficient replacement for old calorifier
heater batteries.
Details of this are shown below. No dimensions are shown, as each battery is custom made to replace
limed-up corroded batteries with the minimum of disruption and to match the existing installation.
The advantages are many and include the following:(1) Increased heating surface and faster heat-

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

up time.
Single gasket for total seal and longer life.
One continuous tube.
Copper or brass plates eliminate corrosion.
Can be manufactured to fit any existing

Rapid Replacement Battery

0

0

0

o

Single gasket for total seal
and longer life

Neck Welded into wall of
cylinder

o
o

@

o

installation.
(6) Replacement costs can be lower than
reconditioning existing batteries.
(7) Annual maintenance contract offered with
every installation.
(8) Patented all-welded construction.

-- ---- --

t--_---

o
o
(1)

•

0

0

Plates can be modeled to fit
existing support rings on
older units

I

/

Increased length of tubes
for faster heating time
Use of copper and brass plates
ensures no corrosion, which
occurs with steel and cast iron

Contact Chris Byrne before you start your next installation
Fairgreen Road, Bray, Co Wicklow. Tel: 01 - 286 3794; Fax: 01 - 286 1213.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995
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PRODUCT REVIEW

PUMPS

Pump Replacement
and Installation
... An Installer's Guide by Rodney Minchin*
id you know that a vast
percentage of pumps sold
are for replacement fitting?
While not what can be described as
a mature market, the routine of
replacing old pumps for new is quite
commonplace. It is a routine which
is full of pitfalls and a bit like putting
a modern engine into an old car;
yes the car drives quicker but it
soon breaks down because the rest
of it is worn out.

D

There may be instances where the
system isn't worn out, but there are
still problems because of the
greater hydraulic effect (up to 25%)
produced by modern pumps.
Whenever an old pump is being
replaced, always check its condition
carefully; it can reveal a lot of
information about the health of the
system.
If it is found that a system is choked
with black magnetite, hesitate
before switching on at full bore.
Start off with a low speed setting
and avoid stirring up all the
sediment lying dormant in the
radiators. Once circulation is
achieved, quickly check the bottoms
of the rads for cold spots - a sure
indication of collections of
magnetite. If cold spots are found
they should be brought to the
attention of the householder with
the recommendation that you clean
out the system or run the risk of
premature failure (a chance to
enhance your image 'and pocket' as
a responsible professional before
problems strike, resulting in a
potential call-back.
The point about magnetite is
important because manufacturers
often receive letters from
householders who cannot

understand why their replacement
pump only lasted a few months
when the previous unit worked for
over 10 years. Examination of the
new pump then reveals it to be
choked with magnetite.
While we are on the subject of
cleaning out the system, I do not
recommend the use of cleaners for
old systems; better to remove the
radiators and put a hose pipe to
them to ensure that old joints are
not subjected to chemical attack.
The system can then be flushed
through to remove excessive
debris.
If when you come to remove a
pump, the impeller is coated with
red iron oxide (rust) look for the
source of oxygen. When the
obvious pump-over/sucking-down
cannot be seen, look for the more
hidden causes. A number of
questions need to be asked.
(1) Is the cold feed pipe hot all the
way to the header tank?
(2) Is the water in the header tank
warm?
(3) If there is a cover on the tank, is
this saturated with condensation?
(4) When the pump is switched on
and off, is a small quantity of water
ejected from the vent?
If the answer to 1, 2 and 3 is "yes",
the the size of the cold feed should
be 3% of the system volume to
prevent system water entering the
header tank and taking up oxygen.
If the answer to number 4 is "yes", it
is brought about by air space in the
tops of radiators, different size of
vent (22mm) to cold feed (22mm)
and probably a vent pipe less than
18" above the level of water in the
header tank.
One other point to remember - it is

preferable to have the pump sited
adjacent to the point where the cold
feed enters, and pumping away
from it. This places the system
under positive pressure, reducing
the risk of oxygen ingress through
leaking joints, etc.

Size of pump
A frequent question is "what size of
pump do I need" or "what should
the pump be set at?" Basic
information is needed to answer
these questions, the size of the
boiler in btu's or kW and the
frictional losses of the system.
The size of the boiler will govern the
flow rate required to transport the
heat from the boiler. To determine
the water flow, in gallons per minute
through the boiler, the boiler's
output (in 1aaa's of Btu's) must be
divided by twelve. For example, if a
boiler's output is 70,000Btu/h, this
becomes 70 for the purposes of the
calculation. Therefore:
Flow rate = 70
12
= 5.8 gal/min.
On the question of what the pump
should be set at, head loss can be
determined by calculation and is
dependant on the physical layout.
For example, compression or
soldered elbows induce greater
losses than swept bends.
Conversely, if short parallel loops
are used the effective loss is less
than one or two large loops for the
same system output.
The setting of the pump, therefore,
is best dealt with by practical
means. Setting up and balancing a
system is a tedious process but one
which must be completed in order
to gain the best use of radiators and
boiler. Measurement of the boiler
flow and return temperature in
accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions is therefore important.
Finally, and offering further peace of
mind, most modern pumps are
suitable for sealed and
conventionally-vented systems and
are generally supplied with a "no
quibble" warranty.
• Rodney Minchin is Product
Manager, Potterton Myson Pump
Division.

8 BSNews, February 1995
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We said the Myson 'Compact' domestic pump range was
going to be a hit - and it is. It's been judged a 'best of breed'
success by installer and specifier alike since the day it was
introduced.
Bred with pedigree qualities, it's lighter, quieter and more
user friendly than anything that's gone before.
A true thoroughbred, it leads the market place in terms of
reliability. With its unique no-quibble, full 30 months from
date ofmanufacture warranty - the Myson 'Compact' range
offers a promise of reliability others can only aspire to.
Householders love it. Quiet and obedient to every
command, once it's installed you'd never know it was there.
An installer's best friend, it's light and easy to handle - even
in those awkward 'tight' refit situations. And it's quick to install,
with large easy to wire terminals and captive screws. There's
even a unique anti-rotation tommy bar hole that really takes
the biscuit.
Built to doggedly carry on running whatever the system
throws at it in terms· of debris, the Myson 'Compact' range has

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995

the reassurance of a manual restart knob to apply greater torque
in a controllable manner. It's far safer than any form of bleed
crew or electric restart in letting off steam.
And with a choice offixed single speed or switched 3-speed
electronic control mated to a standard (5 metres) or high
(6 metres) head unit, the Myson 'Compact' range is at home
with just about any system configuration.
Reliable and bred for a long and trouble-free life, the
Myson 'Compact' range is backed by the full expertise
and commitment to service
of Potterton Myson - the
leading manufacturer of
heating products. Definitely
the one to get your paws on.
For a copy of our latest
broch'ure please phone us on
PUMPS
01-4590870.
Myson Pumps - Al- POTTERTON MYSON (tRELAND).
BELGARD ROAD, TALLAGHT,
together a better alternative. DUBLIN 24 Tel. 01-4590870 Fax. 01-4590880

M~
YSON
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PUMPS

Myson Pumps ... Altogether
The Best Alternative

Whatever the system, there's a

With a specialist team of field and
in-house technical engineers to take
customer queries, Potterton Myson
can provide expert advice on
system design, specification and
installation.
Full after-sales service and spares
are also available and these are
complemented by the company's
unique training facility which is
located at its headquarters on the
Belgard Road.

The Myson "Compact" Range of
domestic heating pumps was totally
designed with the help of installers.
This may seem a strange claim
from a company whose engineering
and design expertise has always
set a benchmark but, in its opinion
the installer, with years of hands-on
experience is the best judge of what
he needs for today's sophisticated
central heating systems.
So Myson listened to installers, big
and small, and then, working from
the shaft outwards, designed and
engineered a pump range that will
give optimum performance in any
system, coupled with a level of
reliability unsurpassed in the
marketplace.
It has a light, compact,
ergonomically-designed casing for
easy handling; enhanced motor
torque for easier start-up and to
overcome system debris; plus a
host of other features. By making
the pump lighter and smaller, it's
easier to position. The unique
tommy bar hole lets you hold it still
while it's being installed while the
larger, easy-to-wire terminals with
clearly marked captive screws make
connection quicker and simpler. It's
also possible to reposition or
replace the motor head without
removing the pump from the
system.
The safe and sure manual restart
knob provides the simplest of
methods to free the pump should it
become stuck. It also provides a
fast and safe means of venting the
pump manually, avoiding exposure
to hot water or steam which can be
a problem from a bleed screw type
assembly.
The Myson "Compacf' range has
also been designed to automatically
vent on initial start-up should the
manual venting procedure have not
been adopted, thus preventing
damage to shaft and bearings.

stock, sizes range from 1.25" to 2".

Details from Potterton Myson (Irl)
Ltd, Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin
24. Tel: 01 - 459 0870; Fax: 01 4590880.

The Myson Compact from Potterton
Myson (Ireland) Ltd.

Myson "Compact" pump to suit single speed for simplicity or with 3speed electrical control for greater
flexibility. With its choice of fittings,
the Myson "Compact" range is an
ideal replacement to put new life
into established systems.

I

Extra power hasn't meant extra
noise. By re-examining the
construction of the motor and
enhancing the characteristics of the
hydraulics, Myson has achieved
powerful yet quiet pumps.
Every Myson "Compact" pump
comes with an extended warranty
as an added reassurance of quality.
All are guaranteed for 30 months
from date of manufacture, a full
year over the current norm.
Manufacture is to a quality system
approved by British Standards to
BS5750 and Myson "Compact"
pumps are Kitemark approved to
BS1394.
This range complements the wellestablished lines in Myson's
extensive portfolio which includes
the SMC SE range of cast iron light
commercial circulators and the SMC
SE bronze range of secondary hot
water commercial circulators.
Both these ranges are available ex-

EPSPumping and
Treatment
Systems par
excellence
EPS was established in 1968 and is
now Ireland's largest company
supplying and installing pumping
and treatment plants. It is a
privately-owned Irish company with
its head office located in Mallow, Co
Cork and branches in Ballyhaunis,
Co Mayo; Mountrath, Co Laois;
Stillorgan, Co Dublin; and Andover,
Hampshire.
The company employs over 80
people. It has its own design team
of process and chemical engineers
and its own 2000 sq m workshop
with full manufacturing facilities to
build sophisticated plant and
equipment. It also has its own
installation and commissioning
crews.
Its two main areas of specialisation
are the treatment of clear or soiled
liquids and the supply and
installation of pumping equipment.
The Treatment Division caters for
contracts ranging from small
populations to large conurbations,
and industrially, from light effluents
to toxic wastes.
The Pumping Division prides itself
on being Ireland's leading supplier
of pumps to all sectors of the Irish
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PRODUCT REVIEW
market. Each year the company
sells many thousand pumps
including booster sets; shallow and
deep well systems; submersible
water and sewage pumps; heavyduty chemical and process pumps;
and highly-engineered units for
specialist applications such as the
pharmaceutical and food industries.
Apart from its own manufacturing
facilities the company also
represents some of the world's
leading manufacturers in this
specialised area.
EPS's growth over the past 25
years has resulted from an
eagerness to be the best and to put
the customer first. The testimony of
this is seen in the company's
dedicated staff, its prompt service
and a host of satisfied customers.
Details from EPS Pumping and
Treatment Systems, Mallow, Co
Cork.
Tel: 021 - 21064; Fax: 021 - 21378.

HOLFELD - ONE
SOURCE FOR ALL
REQUIREMENTS
Holfeld Pumps have been in the
building services and
construction pump markets for
many years, and offer a depth of
practical experience, together
with quality products. Building
on this solid reputation, Holfeld
Pumps now offer a
comprehensive package to the
customer, including supply,
installation, commissioning and
after sales service and repair.
Holfeld Pumps are continually
developing their pump ranges
with an extended range of
Holpak packaged pumping
systems including fixed and
variable speed packaged cold
water booster sets; packaged
chilled water and low pressure

hot water pressurisation systems; fuel
oil transfer sets; and conden ate
recovery sets.
Holfeld Pumps also offer a complete
service of specialist packaged
pumping equipment assembly to
specific customer requirements. All
Holpak units are custom built in
Stillorgan and are assembled and
tested to exacting requirements.
As industry becomes more aware of

The vibrant Holfeld Pumps Technical Sales team from L to R,
(Front Row) Maurice Dore, Director; Alison Kirwan, Export
Marketing Sales Administrator; Adrian Boehm, Sales
Coordinator; (Back Row) Joseph King, Trade Counter Sales;
Frank Nugent, Sales Manager; John Casey, Materials
Controller; Bill Aspil, Industrial Sales; and Richard Rainsford,
Customer Services Manager

BSS (IRELAND) LTD
CALL THE PUMP PEOPLE FOR ALL YOUR PUMPING NEEDS

IWILD
THE LARGEST PUMP MANUFACTURER IN EUROPE

SECONDARY WATER

PUMPS
DUBLIN:

White Heater Industrial Estate,
CORK: Bachelors Quay,
301 South Circular Road, Dublin 8.
Cork.
Tel: 01 - 454 1966; Fax: 01 - 454 1017.
Tel: 021 - 271977; Fax: 021 - 275188.
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Super Silent

Stars.

EXPANDED RANGE:

With the addition of the new
E 50, the Star Wilo range is
now suitable for use on family
homes or larger commercial
applications.
The E 50 is designed
using state of the art technology which utilises the Wilo
concept of matching the
pump output to system load
requirements. This help Jiminate water velocity n e
from heating systems which
use thermostatic radiator
valves.
All Star Wilo pumps are
easy to install, you simply set
the required duty point and
enjoy the comfort of a pump
that automatically regulates
itself.
Try one and convince
yourself.

1....01
Pumping perfection
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the importance of preventative
maintenance, the last few years has
seen steady growth in the area of
service contracts. This ultimately will
benefit our industry by greatly
improving the quality of
maintenance. As part of this trend
Holfeld Pumps have been successful
in securing several such contracts on
a national basis.
Some of the more recent projects
where Holfeld Pumps have been
successful in securing orders for
supply or pumping plant, heat
exchange equipment and/or service
and maintenance contracts are:
Analog Devisce BY, Limerick; Eolas,
Glasnevin; SmithkJine Beecham,
Cork; Government Offices, Ship
Street, Dublin; Bosch Scientific,
Galway; Tallaght Regional Hospital,
Dublin; Bewleys Hotel, Dublin; and
Baxter Healthcare, Mayo.
This is only a representative sample
of projects carried out, but indicate
the broad spectrum of Holfeld Pumps

PUMPS
capability. Holfeld Pumps has
remained a privately controlled Irish
company since its establishment in
1949, and continues its activities as
one of the leading fluid handling
specialists in this country. Together
with the well-respected range of
Holpak packaged pumping
equipment, Holfeld Pumps offer a
complete range of heating/chilled
water circulating pumps; plate heat
exchangers; rubber expansion joints;
level control and detection
equipment, etc.
Holfeld Pumps offer a complete "one
stop shop" approach with an up-todate pump package for the building
services industry.
Holfeld Pumps are also actively
involved in the municipal,
chemical/pharmaceutical, and general
industrial market sectors.
Details from Holfeld Pumps, 2-4
Merville Road, Stillorgan, Co Dublin.
Tel: 01 - 288 7361;
Fax: 01 - 288 7380.

The 'Intelligent
Pump' from
Wilo
Throughout 1994 Wilo Engineering
introduced the complete new range of
"intelligent pumps" - types Wilo Top
and Top-E to the Irish market.
This new range is designed to
eventually replace the existing
glandless pump range because of
increased operational effeciency;
variable speed control features; and
additional capability to incorporate
BMS functions such as colective run
and fault signalling, external on/off
control etc.
Along with this range additional
plug-in modules facilitate easy access
to individual pump operational
information, eg flow rate, pressure
developed, current and hours run.
These are numerically displayed on
the digital interface of the module.
This feature is particularly useful to
commissioning engineers as all

We have a complete range of
From Individual
Pumps To
Complete Engineered
Treatment &
Pumping Plants

refabrlcated
pump sumps for
flood water or
sewage
Pumping &... TJ"eatment Systems

head office
Mallow, Co. Cork,
Ireland.
Tel. 022 21064
Fax. 022 21378

Ballyhaunis.
Co.Mayo. Ireland.
Tel. 0907 30226
Fax. 0907 30761

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995

Mountrath.
Co.Laois. ireland
Tel. 0502 32279
Fax. 0502 32518

• Design
• Installation
• Commissioning
• Service

Priory House. Priory Hall,
Stillorgan Road, Co.Dublin
Tel. 01 2835252
Fax. 01 2835251
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hydraulic and electrical performance
data is displayed by the touch of a
button. Another advantage is that one
particular control module satisfies the
complete Top range and another the
Top-E.
The Top-E range is the infinitelyvariable speed pump which
continuously matches system load
requirements by varying the pump
speed, thereby minimising electrical
energy consumption undera 11 system

PUMPS
load conditions. Furthermore, by
continuously varying the pump speed,
the differential pressure on the system
remain constant with the changes in
flow rate requirements, thus avoiding
possible valve noise (chatter) due to
excess pressure build up on the
system as can be experienced with
fixed speed pumps.
The following is a summary of the
important features of the new range:
o TOP range - 3 Speed Pump

Wilo "intelligent pumps" - Top-Wilo; Top-E Wilo; and Top DP Wilo.

BSS - Stocking a Wide Range Of
Pumps For All Industries
The role of the distributor is becoming increasingly important to Irish
industry. With the cost of stockholding continuing to rise year by year,
the true value and benefit of having a good and reliable
supplier/stockist is becoming ever-more important.
BSS (Ireland) Ltd is one of the best-known and experienced distributors
of industrial and commercial heating, pipeline and process equipment
in Ireland with branches in Dublin and Cork.
BSS were appointed a distributor in 1994 for the Wilo range of pumps
which are stocked in both Dublin and Cork. BSS also incorporate AMS
Pumps, a specialist pump division, whicA allows access to the
company's wide range from leading pump manufacturers such as:Albany (gear pumps); Beresford (chemical pumps); Boss (sump,
condensate, test, oil transfer and general pumps); Gilks ('T' and "J"
r~nge pump~); Jung (waste and sewage pumps); Lutz (drum pumps);
Slgma (semi-rotary); Whale (diaphragm pumps); and Wilo (heating
cirulating and pressurisation pumps).
All these and more are available for the multitude of applications
encountered across a whole range of industrial, process and building
services duties. Applications which vary from boiler feed, pressure
boosting, chemical, effluent and sewage, to heating, chilled water and
condensate recovery.
The most popular types of general duty heating circulators and
submersible pumps are stocked in both branches while the more
specialised models are available on request. Also available is a full
range of pump accessories including controls, mechanical seals,
flexible connections, float switches and check valves.
A technical advisory service on pump selection, sizing and applications
is available to assist customers choose the most suitable pump for
each application.
Details from BSS (Ireland) Ltd, 301 South Circular Road, Dublin 8.
Tel: 01 - 4541966; BSS Cork, Bachelors Quay, Cork. Tel: 021-271977.

Motors. Motors suitable for European
Voltage Network, IEC Regulations
400V 3-Phase and 230V I Phase (10% to +6%); Comprehensive inbuilt overload protection; Overload
trip pilot light and direction of
rotation indicator are shown on the
pump terminal box; Temperature
range: 10 degrees to 130 degrees C;
maximum pump speed: 2,700 RPM.
The Top range is also available in
twin pump version, designation TopDP.
o Top-E Range - Features are as the
top range, with the exception with,
that the motor speed is infinitelyvariable and operated by
microprocessor control which reacts
to changes in pressure differential
across a system and regulates the
pump speed to maintain a constant set
pressure differential on the ystem.
o Top-E range includes terminals for
building management systems link
up; run and fault indication; remote
on/off facility; and remote minimum
speed etting by auxiliary contacts to
the BMS.
All motor connections are 230 volt 1phase. An integrated full motor '
overload protection pilot light for
fault display and reset button is also
incorporated into the TOP-E range.
o New Construction - The new
pump housing design and 3dimensional impeller increases
overall efficiency by 25%. The new
internal pump design renders the
pump If-venting and eliminates the
possibility of "dry running" of the
pump. The pump housing is
thermally insulated within a
packaging case to reduce energy
~osses while the Dual pump housing
Incorporates two spring-return check
valves which supercede the flap valve
design on the previous range and
gives a smoother changeover from
duty to standyby pump.
o Replaceable Parts - Pump
impeller, terminal box, internal
stainless steel cartridge and motor are
replaceable.
Wilo will continue to make available
all the other well-established products
from its extensive portfolio.
Details from wilo Engineering Ltd,
Enterprise Centre, Childers Road,
Limerick.
Tel: 061 - 410963;
Fax: 061 - 414728.
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ENERGY-EFFICIENT
WHOLE-HOUSE
VENTILATION SYSTEM
NuAire - whose Irish
distributors are Redbro Ltd has launched what is claimed
to be one of the most energyefficient to run and cost-

Ventilation specialist
NUAire's new whole house
ventilation system fits
neatly and inexpensively
into the loft space. Heat
which would otherwise be
wasted is reclaimed and
money saved. Details from
Redbro.

effective to install whole house
ventilation systems on the
market.
The new system comprises a
single packaged ventilation
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unit which offers central input
of fresh filtered air to eliminate
condensation, combined with
selective extract from the
bathroom and kitchen, with
high-efficiency heat exchange
to reclaim some of the energy
usually lost in the extract air.
Aimed at local authorities,
builders and private
developers for whom energy
efficient ventilation is a high
priority, it uses considerably
less ducting than other
systems and therefore has
lower installation and
materials costs, with lower
structural impact.
Another benefit is that the
extract fan only operates when
required thanks to a
sophisticated temperature
sensing mechanism.

Automatic summer ventilation
is yet another feature. This
cuts in if external air
temperatures exceed 20
degrees C, with manual
override if required.
The unit uses the DriMaster
principle to gently diffuse fresh
filtered air from the loft space
and distributes it via a ceiling
diffuser into the living space
below. A single aperture in the
roof or gable is all that is
required for the simple grille to
allow the extracted air to
escape via ducting. The
design incorporates a
condensate drain in the grille,
allowing any moisture formed
in the unit to be naturally
drained away.
The new unit complies with BS
848 parts 1 and 2, and with F1
Building Regulations on
ventilation requirements.
Contact: John Ennis.
Tel: 01 - 842 5200.

The new "tee Heat Manager",
specially designed for commercial
and/or domestic heating systems,
ensures individual room by room or
zone control at your fingertips.
Special Features include

o Electronic Control accuracy
o Effective Energy Savings
o Individual radiator or total zone control
o Choice of eight heating channels + HW
o
o
o
o

(3 x on/off per channels per day)
Separate Hot water storage control
Easy to install in new or existing systems
lOO-hour battery back-up
User-friendly control panel

YOUR 'PERSONALISED' COMFORT CONTROL FOR OFFICE & HOME

eI.eI.11 '10.&10 LTD.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1995

71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate,
Dublin 10.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111. Fax: 01 - 626 9334
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D· C· Gmpute.Nr~d.
AIR CONDITIONING CONTRACTORS & COMPUTER ROOM
OUTFITIERS, SUPPLIERS OF AIR CONDITIONING UNITS
AND ACCESS FLOORING CONDENSERS AND CHILLERS.
D.C.C.A House, Baldoyle Industrial Estate, Dublin 13.
Telephone: 8392366/8321498/8321499/8392101. Fax: 8392343.

ROOF-TOP AIR CONDITIONERS
CAPACITI ES FROM 1OKW TO 162KW
PRE-PIPED/PRE-WIRED PACKAGED
AIR CONDITIONING
FULLY WATERPROOF ENCLOSURE

HiROSS
PACKAGES COMPUTER ROOM UNITS
:-AND CHILLERS.
1. filter section
2. inverted V evaporator coils
3. hot gas reheat coil for energy conservation
4. multiple direct driven fans
5. two completely independent circuits
6. compressors in separate compartment
7. static pressure regain discharge plenum
8. electric panel
9. hiromatic
10. humitronic humidifier

5,--

4-10--

6-7·--

•
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ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
"WALL SPLIT-SYSTEMS"
CEILING CASSETTES
ROOF-TOP AIR CONDITIONERS
AIR COOLED & WATER COOLED SYSTEMS

• RANGE 5 Kw - 80Kw.
• CONTROLLED BY MICROPROCESSORS, LOW NOISE LEVEL, RELIABLE PERFORMANCE.
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AIRWELL
MULTICONFORT
The new Multiconfort range for
Airwell allows for the heating
and air conditioning of up to five
different rooms in an
independent manner via one
outdoor unit.
The Multiconfort 5-way outdoor
unit of the heatpump version
can be associated with several
new indoor units which can be
installed in various positions floor-mounted, wall-mounted,
ceiling-mounted and embedded
into a false ceiling.
The indoor units - which are
noiseless, attractively-designed
and requiring only a small
space - may be equipped,

RAPID REPLACEMENT AND RAPID
RECOVERY FROM LYCRIS BYRNE
Continuing their innovative developments in the hot water sector,
Lycris-Byrne recently launched two new products.
The first of these is a rapid replacement heater battery. The time
and money spent on the maintenance of traditional heater batteries
is substantial. This new rapid replacement heater battery reduces
these costs, not only at the replacement stage, but also in the
ongoing maintenance. Replacement costs are lower than trying to
recondition existing batteries.
Fewer seal failures and longer life are only some of the advantages
of this new design. Systems already installed have performed better
than expected.
The second, but related, new development is of a rapid recovery
hot water cylinder. There has been a dramatic upturn in the
demand for this type of cylinder and Lycris-Byrne has responded to
this need with their new design of rapid recovery coil.
A machine-corrugated coil surface area allows much greater heat
transfer. This system does away with the need for a plate heat
exchanger and all its associated problems of lime build-up,
maintenance, etc.
Lycris-Byrne offers an on-site inspection service. This includes a
report on any remedial/replacement work necessary. There is a
small charge for this service. Many of the company's customers are
availing of the annual maintenance contract, which includes a
thorough inspection and report on all calorifiers, etc. Institutions
such as hotel groups, hospitals, university complexes, schools,
guest houses and factories use this as an addition to their own
maintenance systems.
Contact: Chris or Lily Byrne. Tel: 01 - 286 3794.

AUTOMATIC IGNITION FROM A 0 SMITH

The newly-introduced
Airwell Multiconfort
range from
DC Compute Air.

according to the model, with an
infra-red remote control with
liquid crystal display and
programming.
It is the only system able to heat
and cool simultaneously
according to the requirements
of the rooms to be treated, with
a reduced consumption of
electrical power when operating
only partially and an improved
operational- dependability
thanks to its rotary
compressors.
If necessary, an electric heater
can be mounted in indoor units.
Whatever the site, the
heatpump version of the 5-ways
Multiconfort Air Conditioner can
be easily installed with lengthy
precharged cooling linking pipes
(maximum 80m with a
difference in level of five
storeys).
Details from D C Compute Air
Ltd, DCCA House, Baldoyle
Industrial Estate, Dublin 13.
Tel: 01 - 839 2366.
Fax: 01 - 839 2343.

A n.ew automatic igni~ion facility.is now available as a factory-fitted
option on all A 0 Smith BT multlflue models of their direct-fired
storage water heaters. This is a hot surface system, offering a
number of. ~dvantages over ignition by pilot burner, including
energy e.fflclency, reduced maintenance, less chance of
malfunction and extremely quick, quiet firing of the main burners.
~ hot surface s~stem also avoids the risk of electro magnetic
Interf~rence. which can ~e a problem with spark ignition systems
affecting adjacent electncal equipment, such as boiler room control
panels, computers, etc.
In addition to automatic ignition, A 0 smith's BT range now
features a new ceramic fibre lining to the combustion chamber
which replaces the original exterior heat shields. This is not only
~ore ~~icient, provid.ing ~ lower external surface temperature, but
In addition offers savings In manufacturing costs which contribute
to the overall cost-effectiveness of the units.
Taney Distributors have been the agents for A 0 Smith gas-fired
storage water heaters for the last eight years and have built up a
wealth of experience in sizing for sports clubs, hotels, launderettes
and many other applications for A 0 Smith water heaters. More
recently, they have also been appointed to handle A 0 Smith LPG
range and, in conjunction with the LPG companies, hope to
expand sales over the next few years.
The expansion ir. the tourist market and the upgrading of many
hot~ls and restaurants has been targeted by both Taney and A 0
Smith as a growth area for their water heaters. There is also a
strong de~and from the launderette business in the city areas for
water heating and A 0 Smith water heaters are ideally suited to
look after this market.
Contact: Pat Gaffney. Tel: 01 - 450 8120.
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PIPEVVORK
DRAINAGE AND
AAINVVATEA SYSTEMS

Wavin Reliability and
Technical
Excellence
Wavin Ireland specialises in the
design and manufacture of
complete plastic systems for the
building/construction industry,
public utility organisations and
statutory authorities.
Wavin's technical and commercial
experience enables it to provide
solutions in plastics to a broad
range of industry sectors. Its
diverse range of products span
cable ducting, water, sewer and
gas pipes and land drainage.
The objective of Wavin Ireland is
to supply products that conform to
the requirement of its customers,
to all applicable regulatory
authorities and to company
standards.
Wavin pioneered the use of plastic
systems in Ireland. It began
operations in 1958 and remains
Ireland's largest distributor and
manufacturer of plastic pipe
systems.
Wavin Ireland was one of the first
companies established within the
Wavin Group which now has
plants in 18 European countries.
The modern Wavin Ireland plant is
located on the east coast 20 miles
from Dublin port. A well stocked
sales and distribution centre is
based in Lisburn, Co Down. These
locations provide quick and easy
access to its customers throughout
Ireland and also to the United
Kingdom and other export
markets.
Wavin supplies over 3,000
individual and highly-engineered
products for a wide variety of uses.
These include pressure mains;
housedrain and sewer; soil and

Yet another consignment of Wavin's Amazon rainwater system arriving on site
courtesy of the company's "supply and fix" service.

waste; rainwater; and land
drainage.
Since its inception, Wavin Ireland
Ltd has been committed to
producing quality products in a
quality way. This is evident from
the large number of certified
products manufactured under IS
and BS licenses. These include
PVC-U water main systems; PVCU sewer systems; PVC-U land
drainage coiled pipe; PE water and
gas pipe systems.
All products are tested in a wellequipped mechanical test
laboratory to verify conformance to
standards or customer
specification. Quality testing is
carried out by skilled inspectors in
line with the agreed quality plan
which ensures a high degree of
consistency and confidence in the
product.
A full technical advice service-is
also provided. Under the
company's Qualitas, Total Quality
Management System, it commits
itself to providing an efficient
ordering and distribution system
and to meeting agreed delivery
times.
Details from Wavin Ireland Ltd,
Balbriggan, co Dublin. Tel: 01 841 5000; Fax: 01 - 841 5555.
Wavin (NI) Ltd, Lissue Industrial
Estate, Rathdown Close, Lisburn,
Co Antrim BT28 2RB. Tel: 0846
621577; Fax: 0846 621969.

Multikwik
Connectors
from MFP
Phetco (England) Ltd manufacture
Multikwik lavatory pan connectors.
This employs a multifin sealing
system which permits sure and
quick connection between the WC
pan and pipe system, is produced in
one piece from EVA, and uses
elastomeric sealing rings.
Multikwik connectors are suitable
for use with all materials provided
the WC spigot and pipe bore sizes
fall within the range shown on the
label. The only proviso is that the
WC spigot and the pipe bore are
reasonably clean and smooth.
It is important that the elastomeric
and plastic sealing flanges fold
inwards to ensure a positive seal.
Check the connector is the correct
size for the pan outlet and soil pipe.
Minor variations in pan spigot size
can be accommodated as the
elastomeric and plastic sealing
flanges ensure a positive seal. If the
pan outlet is considerably under or
oversized, an appropriate size
connector should be used.
Connectors should not be allowed
to come into contact with mineral
oil, grease, putty or any compound
containing mineral oil or grease and
should be protected from direct
sunlight and naked flames.
Multikwik WC pan connectors are
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extensively used in domestic
dwellings, hotels, office blocks,
hospitals and prisons. The company
have been specialists in the
manufacture of WC connectors for
over 30 years. It is their major
product so they have to get it right.
A lot of time and effort is spent
ensuring that customers get the
quality product they want, when
they want it, at the right price and
with the guarantee that it will do the
job better than anything else.
The British Board of Agrement has
issued a certificate (88/2107)
relating to Multikwik WC pan
connectors and regular visits are
made by its inspectors to ensure
that the highest standards of quality
control are maintained.
Details from MFP Sales Ltd, Lucan,
Co Dublin. Tel: 01 - 628 0696;
Fax: 01 - 6281119.

Tel: 01 - 454 1966; Fax: 01 - 454
1017. Cork - Bachelors Quay,
Cork. Tel: 021 - 271977; Fax: 021 275188.

Established in Dublin since 1957,
BSS (Ireland) Ltd are now
recognised as a leader in the
distribution of quality products to
mechanical services contractors
and general industry throughout the
whole of Ireland.
Between BSS Dublin and BSS Cork
they hold a large and
comprehensive range of pipe and
pipeline equipment in stock, in
excess of £800,000 value. To
complement this there is on-line
computer access to all the stock
held in the company's central
warehouse and also to all the 50
plus BSS branches throughout the
UK. This facility gives access to
(£30 million +), the largest stock
holding of this product anywhere in
Ireland.
Whatever your heating/pipeline
equipment needs, BSS (Ireland) Ltd
can satisfy your requirements.

Total capability has become a
byword for the service Tubeco
provides. Industry sectors catered
for include mechanical services,
structural engineering, oil and
petrochemical, food and drink,
water, sewage and gas.

Details from BSS (Ireland) Ltd, 301
South Circular Road, Dublin 8.

All necessary standards and
specifications are complied with

Tubeco - For
Quality,
Service &
Reliability
Quality, service and reliability ...
these are the principal attributes of
Tube Company of Ireland (Tubeco),
a sister company of Hevac Ltd,
established to provide guaranteed
ex-stock availability of tube and
related accessories for all
industries.

Quality Plastics Ltd
ISO 9002

Ireland's leading manufacturer of
polyethylene pipe for the water and gas
industries
QualPLAST LD and MD polyethylene pipe and ducting
Qual-PEX for hot and cold water, central and underfloor heating
QualPLAST PVC sewer, soil and waste systems
QualPLAST DPC polyethylene damp-proof course sheeting
QualLite fibreglass and PVC rooflight heeting
QualPLAST Cascade rainwater systems

Contact
Brendan O'Brien, Sales Director, Quality Plastics Ltd, Whites Cross, Cork. Tel: 021 - 884700
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including 8S, API, ASTM and DIN.
Specialist areas of application are
also catered for.
Details from Tube Company of
Ireland Ltd, 69/77 Lower Dorset
Street, Dublin 1. Tel: 01 - 830 1499;
Fax: 01 - 830 4177.

Quality Plastics ... and
Certificates to Prove it!
Quality Plastics Ltd, a 100% Irishowned company based at Whites
Cross in Cork, sells the complete
range of plastic products for water
supply, drainage and rainwater
systems. As well as being the
leading Irish manufacturer of
polyethylene pipe for the water and
gas industries, and polyethylene
film for damp-proof course
(QuaIPLAST DPC). Quality Plastics

supplies its own QualPLAST PVC
soil and sewer pipe and the
QualPLAST Cascade rainwater
system. Thus the company is
regarded as a-one-stop-shop for all
site, water supply, drainage and
rainwater requirements.
Quality Plastics Ltd - which is 25
years old this year - is an ISO 9002
approved company, employing 62
people in Ireland and
exporting almost half
of its output,
particularly to EU
member countries,
where it holds all
relevant national
technical standard
approvals.
One EU influence
becoming apparent
in Ireland is the
move from the black
low-density (LD)
water supply pipes
to the blue mediumdensity (MD) pipe.
The MD material
means a lesser wall
thickness is required
to withstand the
same internal
pressure producing
lighter, more
manageable pipes
on sites.

Make sure it's Wavin Pipes and Fittings every time. Wavin guarantees the highest
quality both above and below the ground. Check it out at your local builders
merchants. If it isn't Wovin it's not worth havin'.

(WaVID)
The all-round performer
Wavin Ireland, Balbriggan, Co. Dublin. lel: (01) 841 5000.

Quality Plastics has
been producing the
fully-approved MD
81ue pipe for over 10
years for the UK
water authorities and
thus is the most
obvious choice of
supplier for same in
Ireland.
Quality Plastics has
now gone indoors
and developed QualPEX-a
polyethylene
plumbing pipe for hot
and cold water and
central and
underfloor heating
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resistant to frost - withstanding
temperatures down to -20C without
bursting - is regarded as a huge
advantage. Also cited is the fact
that there is no real scrap value for
Qual-PEX, meaning less of a
security risk on partially-completed
sites.
As well as being an import
substitute (all Irish copper pipe is
now imported from the UK), QualPEX is also exported to the UK and
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systems - which is a direct
replacement for copper pipe for all
plumbing applications.
Qual-PEX has been specifically
designed to fit 18239 Compression
fittings (Irish Instantor), which
makes it very popular with the Irish
plumbing trade. This, coupled with
Qual-Pex's flexibility and cheaper
prices, enables the installer to
undertake faster, easier, and most
cost-efficient installation.

Germany. At this stage, the majority
of plumbers merchant stores
around the country are stocking
Qual-PEX. Contact Brendan
O'Brien at Quality Plastics for a full
list of stockists and any extra
technical information that may be
required on the product.
Details from Quality Plastics Ud,
Whites Cross, Cork.
Tel: 021 - 884700;
Fax: 021 - 884701.

At this time extensive use is being
made of Qual-PEX by many of the
local councils, city corporations and
the NBA. In fact, Qual-PEX (Irish
size) is the only plastic plumbing
pipe to be approved for use by
Dublin Corporation.
Qual-Pex from Quality Plastics may be used with any standard 15239 (Irish size)

In addition to installation savings,
the fact that the pipe is more

compression fitting.
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Glynwed Cast to Last
Today's roofer may well perceive
cast iron as a material of the 1950s
with little relevance to modern

Quantum Development From Marley
In the construction and civil engineering fields, rapid advances are being
made in materials and processes. A typical example is underground
drainage where new technology in plastics has significantly improved its
performance levels. Plastic is now widely used in many applications
including highway drainage, adoptable sewers and around-the-house
drainage.
Marley Extrusions has been at the forefront of new product development
for many years. As a result of an extensive research and development
programme, they have developed Quantum technology, a new PVC-u twin
wall manufacturing process, which is now being marketed in Ireland by
MFP Sales Ltd.
Twin wall quantum pipes have a corrugated outer wall for strength and a
smooth inner bore for hydraulic efficiency. Two versions of Quantum are
available; one for highway drainage and a second for adoptable sewers.
Quantum Highway - This was launched 18 months ago and has been
extremely successful in a market which is already dominated by plastic
pipes. It has been assessed by the British Board of Agrement for
compliance and Department of Transport requirements and holds BBA
Roads and Bridges Certificate No: 92170.
Available in three sizes of pipes - 150mm, 225mm and 300mm nominal
diameter - both carrier pipes and filter drain are available. For filter drains
both half-slotted and fully-slotted options are offered.
All pipes have an integral socket which is formed during the pipe
manufacturing process, an accomplishment no other twin-wall pipe
manufacturer has been able to match.
Quantum Sewer - The performance levels of Quantum Sewer meet the
stringent requirements set by the water industry. Following a 2-year
assessment programme using criteria established by the relevant British
Water Industry Committee, Quantum Sewer was awarded the first ever
WICS Certificate of Product Assessment, (PAl).
It is available in 3-metre and 6-metre lengths with nominal diameters of
150,225 and 300mm. Quantum's design makes it easy to handle on site;
the pipes are supplied plain-ended, making them easy to cut on site by
sawing between the ridges.
The installation benefits of PVC-u are well documented and, with its
increased long-term performance levels, Quantum Sewer can be used with
confidence in both adoptable and private sewers.
For further information contact, MFP Sales Ltd, Lucan, Co Dublin. Tel: 01 6280696; Fax: 01 - 6281119.

building techniques, and indeed
many are unaware that cast iron is
still available as an option for roof
drainage systems. However, while
cast iron will never return to the
heady days of the pre-1960s, it is a
material which has experienced
something of a revival in recent
years as advances in system
design have helped to improve
ease of installation, and specifiers
and homeowners alike continue the
trend towards the use of more
traditional building materials.
Hence the ever-increasing inroads
PVF are making with the extensive
Glynwed range of cast iron
rainwater systems.
In new housing developments,
demand remains high for basic halfround plastic gutters, as the
relatively low installation costs
appeal to developers faced with
providing an adequate rainwater
system, without the need to
consider the long term implications.
However, where longer life and
aesthetic appeal are the overriding
considerations, cast iron remains
king.
The lightweight advantages of
plastic systems are self evident but
they are advantages gained at the
expense of strength. The
susceptibility of gutters and
downpipes to damage from storms,
ladders and accidental or intentional
impact at ground level, have made
some homeowners and many local
authorities and housing
associations look to the long-term
advantages of cast iron.
In the housing market cast iron has
retained its popularity in the so
called "prestige homes", while the
increasing interest in self-build
homes is also proving a healthy
market for cast iron. In the public
sector, the strength and aesthetic
qualities of cast iron make it a
popular choice with architects,
particularly in the refurbishment of
historic buildings and places of
national interest where retaining the

Quantum Pipes from MFP Sales being installed by Tipperary County Council.
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original appearance and character
of a building is particularly
important.
In addition to the advantages of
strength and pleasing appearance,
cast iron also offers a number of
other benefits as a material for
rainwater systems. Unlike plastic
systems, cast iron pipework is noise
free, with no "creaking" from
expansion and contraction, and no
noise from running water. Cast iron
is also fire-proof, requires no
protection when installed adjacent
to heating flues etc, is stable under
all climatic conditions (ie will not
become brittle), and offers excellent
UV light resistance. The
recyclability of cast iron is also
becoming a consideration as the
environmental impact of building

and construction products
increasingly come under the
spotlight.

more secure bracket support.
Details on the entire Glynwed range
of rainwater and other cast iron
pipework systems are available
from Pipes, Valves and Fittings Ltd,
Rock House, Baldonnel, Dublin 22.
Tel: 01 - 459 2221;
Fax: 01 - 459 4763.

Two recent additions to the
Glynwed cast iron rainwater system
are access pipes and new fascia
brackets. The access pipes are
fitted at the base of the pipe stack
to provide
rodding access
should the
system
become
blocked. The
new ductile
iron fascia
brackets have
been
introduced to
replace the
grey iron
brackets
cu rrently in
use, with the
high tensile
strength of
The Glynwed cast-iron pipework portfolio suits all drainage
ductile iron
requirements, be it internal/external rainwater systemsj syphonic
roof drainage pipeworkj soil and waste systemsj suspended
providing a
drainage systems; or buried drainage systems.
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Multikwik connectors remain watertight and airtight in the
toughest conditions. Moulded from strong flexible
ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer, they're
designed to work with unfailing dedication
to duty year after year after year.
A range of over eighty simple-to-fit sizes
and a whole host of uniquely gripping
features make life easier for installers.
With certification by the British Board of
Agrement, plus thirty years of
experience, Multikwik is a name that spells
complete confidence for Specifiers,
Merchants, Contractors and Plumbers.
Be sure, be better, be a genuine Multikwik fitter.
It's the certain way to be well connected .

..J11ultil4wil4
THERE IS ONLY ONE

Contact:
MFP Sales Limited, Lucan, Co Dublin. Sales: Tel. (01) 6280696. Fax. (01) 628 1119.
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Quality Drainage Products
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hen it comes to carrying water
away - be it above or below
ground - Drainage Systems
Dublin Ltd has no equal. Despite being a
relatively new company in this specialist
niche market sector, Drainage Systems
has quickly emerged as a leading player.
This has been achieved on the strength of
a unique blend of experienced,
knowledgeable personnel and an equally
high quality portfolio of products from the
world's most renowned and respected
manufacturers.

beneath.
o ACO FULBORA stainless is a highquality range of aluminium floor and roof
drains intended for the dispersal of surface
water at all levels. It comprises a highquality drainage system available in
51 mm or 76mm pipe sizes and a choice of
highly-polished aluminium or gunmetal
gratings and bezels. Latest addition to the
range is a retro-drain which insets into an
existing roof outlet, thereby making it
unnecessary to replace it. A full range of
accessories is also available.

Application to detail personifies the
Drainage Systems' product and service
offering. On the design side, fullyqualified technicians are available to liaise
with the client or his representative to
devise the most appropriate solution
to the problem in hand. Full
drawings and specifications are
provided free of charge using
advanced CAD systems.

o SMU drainage products for above and

W

below-ground applications comprise a
range of cast-iron drainage systems and
related fittings and accessories which
combine all the inherent strengths of iron

in floor drains in Ireland and has been so
for over 50 years. Every conceivable
requirement is catered for, a feature being
the vast variety of styles and finishes
which are intended to provide the most
aesthetic installed solution. Recent
projects featuring Wade include Tallaght
Hospital; Dublin Castle; Blackrock
Shopping Centre; Custom House Docks;
and George's Quay Development.

o HOWE GREEN comprises a range of
high-quality aluminium and brass floor
access covers which can be fitted
unobtrusively in all floor finishes. All are
precision-made to suit each particular
application and feature patented features
which ensure accurate installation
ease of opening, be it a single cover, a
duct, or a complex multi part cover.
Latest introduction to the range is
Visedge which was specifically
developed for installation with
flexible sheet flooring. This unique
system permanently secures the cut
edges of the vinyl or linoleum to the
cover and frame.

These are then married to Drainage
Systems' product ranges, ex-stock
availability of which is guaranteed
right across the entire portfolio. As
o ENTEC INTERCEPTORS if to re-affirm this exceptional level
The spillage of petroleum-based
of service, the company has recently
products on to hard-standing
acquired over an acre of
Aeo Fulbora watertight rainwater outlets for flat
surfaces, especially in garage
storagelhandling space immediately roofs and other areas
forecourts and the like, is inevitable,
adjacent to its purpose-build warehouse
leading to contamination of the rainwater
with innovative new designs which result
and office facilities.
run-off and subsequent pollution.
in the benefits of simplicity, speed of
However, the strategic installation o~
In a word, ultra-professionalism is what
installation and economy. SMU H was
ENtec
interceptors separates and retain
Drainage Systems is all about.
specifically developed for high-protection
this pollutant and allows for its later safe
and below-ground applications. It is
A brief synopsis of the range is as
disposal.
manufactured to the same exacting
follows:o MANHOLE covers made from ductile
standards
as conventional SMU systems
o ACO is the world leader in surface
but includes a double-thickness protective iron are superior than those made from
drainage products. It is widely know and
traditional grey iron which was prone to
layer of epoxy tar coating on the internal
respected for its extensive range of
failure
and disintegration because of it s
surfaces of all pipes and a furnace-baked
channel drainage systems in polymer
flake graphite composition. Hence
epoxy internal and external coating.
concrete and stainless steel. Apart from
Drainage Systems decision to opt for the
o SABRE rainwater systems and
the high-quality, aesthetically-pleasing
Pont-A-Mousson range of municipal
associated products are manufactured to
gratings which are most visible, the
castings covering manhole covers, gully
exacting international quality standards
channels themselves are masterpieces of
units and gratings.
.
from extruded and pressed aluminium.
cleverly-devised hydraulic engineering
Apart from the functional qualities,
techniques. A key feature is that the fallCONTACT
flexibility
and aesthetics are the other
off requirement is contained underground,
Sean Cunningham,
crucial factors in choosing Sabre. A
leaving the surface level. Latest addition
Drainage Systems Dublin Ltd,
choice
of 84 colours is available while
8 Richmond Avenue,
is Deckline. This was specifically
Fairview, Dublin 3.
conceived for use in deck levels other than virtually any configuration of shape and
size
can
be
produced
to
order.
Tel: 0) - 837 6076;
ground
to ensure total protection to
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol34/iss2/1
Fax 0) - 836 9449.
o WADE is the undisputed market leader
structures
and facilities situated directly
DOI: 10.21427/D7499Z
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THE
LARGEST RANGE OF

DRAINAGE PRODUCTS IN IRELAND
DRAINAGE SYSTEMS (DUBLIN) LTD, 8 RICHMOND AVENUE, FAIRVIEW, DUBLIN 3. TEL: 01 - 837 6076

====M--
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ALUMINIUM ACCESS COVERS FOR
FLEXIBLE FLOOR FINISHES

FLOOR DRAI S

PONT-A-MOUSSON 5.1.

~m~ STAINLESS
Superbly-crafted stainless steel
surface drainage systems for hygiene
and corrosion-resistance
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L I MITE D

THE CONTROL CENTRES
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 1/16 DIN
PROCESS CONTROLLER
6100 - KEY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
* Dual four-digit display (lOmm top, 7.5mm bottom)
* Auto/Manual, Self-Tune & Pre-Tune, Ramping Setpoinl
* Universal input and power supply (single jumper for input
type)
* Choice of relay/SSR or linear output product (two base
builds)
* Additional plug-in outputs.
* Comprehensive alarm strategy - AND/OR & loop alarm.
* No-battery design (E 2 technology - 100 years retention)
* IP54 rating (IP65 pending test)
* RS485 option (selectable Baud rate up to 9600)

PROCESS CONTROL

~

WE CAN OFFER:
- Power Supplies
-Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
-Isolation Amplifiers

- Trip Amplifiers
- Controllers
- Digital-converters
- Analog-converters

-Dividers
- Linearisers
- PC & PLC interface
- Plug-in Modules-Eurocards

PR Electronics provide innovative products to solve industrial problems.

MANOTHERM LTD.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
For a Free Technical Brochure contact
Manotherm Ltd - The Control Centre:
4, Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01- 4522355. Telex: 93388. Fax: 01- 4516919.
10, Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL. Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275
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